HELPING STUDENTS ACHIEVE SUCCESS IN SCHOOL
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Young students are busy people. They spend most of their weekdays going to school, participating in various activities, making assignments, communicating with friends, working with them in school projects. Most of the teenagers have only time for family bonding during meal time. On weekends, young teens may have their own recreational agendas and can be drawn into family only with reluctance. Parents and children can only have time at this turning point only at some point when they are not so busy in their work.

Concerned parents and caregivers used to penetrate these carriers and continue to provide the support despite of their busy schedules. Alex Haley stated “In every conceivable manner, the family is link to our past, bridge to our future.” Giving directions and encouragement will help youngsters achieve great success in Junior School. The students who dropped out of High School are often children who faces beyond scholastically in grade 7 to grade 10. It is also a fact that children who do not perform to their full potentials are not capable of deciding the right concern they want to pursue in college.

Parents can provide aid and influence their children’s performance in a number of ways; with the exception of those who got ill and being absent often. Make sure that all school work be done. Young students may lack organization skills and have difficulty setting up their homework or study plan. Make sure each student may have quite place to study. Keep house routine that accommodates the needs and schedules of the family, see to it that they have ample time to study. Take time to communicate with
them, encourage them to use the library for some good reading materials. Make them realize that reading habit can be achieved, we take pleasure in it.

Aside from the library, watching television can be a good source of information but be sure they are updated with the latest trends and information and not all telenovelas. On family bonding why not try a reading - a - loud activities for fun. Marcus Tullius Cicero stated that “A room without books is likely a body without a soul.” High School students use tracking system, monitoring on their performances, talk to teacher and update their performance in school. In an instance when students have problem in school try to pinpoint the specific reasons and work it out with the personnel and create action leading to a successful turnabout. All we need is a constant monitoring and a heart - to - heart communication, children will eventually feel they are not neglected and that parent’s concern would be the most valuable tool to achieve success in school.
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